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Beach beauty Lara Worthington stuns in swimsuits (49)
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Beach beauty Lara Worthington looks stunning in swimsuits as she fronts Seafolly?s ?Live The Beach? campaign.  The Australian beauty - the wife of actor Sam Worthington - was shot by Darren McDonald at Callala Beach in New South Wales to celebrate Australia?s beaches, unique culture and natural beauty.  Seafolly describes Lara - who shot to fame as Lara Bingle in an international tourism campaign - as a ?true ambassador of the Australian beach lifestyle and the unique culture that surrounds it.?  It says: ?Lara Worthington lives the beach, no matter where in the world she finds herself& She embodies the latest collection and the Seafolly brand; spirited and quintessentially Australian.?  The collection was designed in Sydney and is inspired by retro prints, flora and fauna and sporty minimalism.  It combines new developments in sustainability and wearability with cutting-edge fabrics from Europe, textiles made from recycled fibers and quick dry cups to stay comfortable on and off the beach.  The collection is available to shop on sea folly.com.au, Seafolly Concept stores and selected wholesale partners.  BYLINE MUST CREDIT: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  21 Jul 2021  Pictured: Lara Worthington in Seafolly's "Live The Beach" campaign. *BYLINE: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/Mega.  Photo credit: Darren McDonald/Seafolly/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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